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Story generation is the problem of automatically selecting a sequence of events that can be told as a story. 
Story generation is knowledge-intensive; traditional story generators rely on prior knowledge about fictional 
worlds, including characters, places, and actions that can be performed.

Story-generating systems can be considered similar to creating a conversational or chatbot systems, with a 
few additional factors to take into account:
• Causality - is everything that has happened taken into account for future events in the story?
• Narrative arcs - the overall flow of events in the story
• Creativity - surprising, valuable, and novel

Previous attempts find a solution:
• Deep reinforcement relevant networks [1]
• Dynamic memory networks [2]
• Adversarial learning [3]

We use deep reinforcement learning to combine learning from raw input with learning by rewards and 
punishments to solve the story-generation problem. With deep reinforcement learning, we can often obtain 
performance comparable to humans for very complex problems.
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Event to Sentence

“Ranchhod Rai Patel is an egotistical and arrogant self made Gujarati man 
who arrived from India and settled in the New York area years ago”

Sentence to Event

Original words:
(man, arrive, EmptyParameter, 

settle) 

Abstracted words:
(male, contiguous_location, 

EmptyParameter, travel)

Reinforcement Learning

Policy gradient
Reward = P(B|A) + P(A|B)

<start_of_story>
hard,assassins,believe,Synset('group.n.01')
Synset('person.n.01'),send,Synset('written_communication.n.01'),<NE>0
<NE>0,appall,Synset('entity.n.01'),Synset('act.n.02')
Synset('person.n.01'),give,EmptyParameter,Synset('social_group.n.01')
<NE>0,offers,return,which
Synset('male.n.02'),accept,<NE>0,Synset('event.n.01')
<end_of_story>

The policy gradient model is built using a sequence-to-
sequence model, which leverages two models to generate 
rewards.
• Forward model - predicts the next event given the 

current event; generates stories in order
• Backward model - predicts the previous event given the 

current event; generate stories in reverse order

• Extracts semantic information from a sentence using dependency 
parsing and named-entity recognition

• Format - (subject, verb, direct object, wildcard)
• Abstracted using VerbNet & WordNet to find categories
• Event2Event - finds the best event structure

• For each type, we use a sequence-to-sequence LSTM RNN 
neural network to generate the next event in the story

• Score similarity of generated next event and actual next event
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Perplexity BLEU

Original Sentence 872.63 0.039

Specific 748.91 0.188

Generic 54.23 0.057
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